Autumn Winter Newsletter 2020
Welcome to Cornish Pisky Pals® Autumn Winter Newsletter 2020
Cornish Pisky Pals® is a small business, run by two sisters, Caroline and Angela, who grew up in Coverack. We are based in our home village of Coverack, on the Lizard Peninsula in Cornwall and produce a range of Pisky gifts, including our Cornish Pisky Pals ®, which are an
individually hand made Cornish keepsake made to CE standards. Wherever possible we use local businesses and source our products
from Cornwall, making our business ‘As Cornish as can be!’ or ‘Mar Gernewek dell yllir!’ if you would prefer it in Cornish. Cornish Pisky
Pals® are part of the ‘Made In Cornwall’ scheme.
Visit our website: www.cornishpisky.co.uk like us on Facebook and Instagram and meet us at Pisky H.Q. or Pisky Trails.

Pisky News!

As with all businesses, since Covid19 the Piskies have had to make some changes in order to keep us all safe and to meet
the Government Guidelines. We are planning to continue with a Pisky Trail every school holiday in Coverack although if Government guidelines change this may alter. All piskies will be out of reach, behind glass or Perspex, we ask those people taking
part to respect social distancing, to Pisky Trail in family groups or bubble and not to touch the area around where the pisky is
hiding. With these alterations in place we have been able to bring this fun family activity back to Coverack. We have introduced a ‘Click & Collect’ system for buying a Pisky Trail please see the details at the bottom of this page, Pisky Trails will still
be available from The Old Mill Shop & Coverack Village Stores.
Pisky H.Q. Opening. Pisky H.Q. will be open by request to buy Pisky products. We have made some safety alterations to
keep us all as safe as possible. We ask you to wear masks, use the hand sanitiser provided and only to touch what you intend
to buy and transactions will take place in the undercover area outside Pisky H.Q., this will allow us to observe social distancing. All our Pisky products will be available. Please get in touch to arrange a mutually convenient time to visit Pisky HQ., situated near Coverack.
Thank you to all of you who have used our website www.cornishpisky.co.uk to buy your Pisky products online. As a small
business we really do appreciate your support and if you haven’t already then please do take a look at
www.cornishpisky.co.uk There is a free downloadable colouring sheet on the website, lots of Pisky products and all the
Piskies with all the different variations available. Personalised labels are proving very popular at the moment, as they are a
lovely way to show someone that you are thinking of them.
New Pisky: Our new little Cornish Pisky Pal Hero, who has all the colours of the rainbow, joined us during 2020. For Christmas there is a new Festive Pisky. A Festive Pisky has a loop so they can be used a decoration and a bit of sparkle to add to
that festive feel. Our new little Festive Pisky has been named Nadelik, the Cornish word for Christmas, thanks to one of our
Facebook friends Maria for the name suggestion. Nadelik is dressed in Teal and has a mint coloured collar and sparkle edge
to their tunic.
Unique advent gifts: If you are looking for an unusual, ‘proper Cornish’ present, don't forget Cornish Pisky Pals. Have a look
at our website for our range of very Cornish gifts including our glow in the dark lights, illustrated children’s book set in Coverack, “Pisky Treasure” Cornish Pisky Pals are perfect for posting. www.cornishpisky.co.uk

Cornish Pisky Pal® Trails - Autumn Winter 2020

Pisky Trails in Coverack : £2.50 per Pisky Trail; available from Coverack Village Stores, The Old Mill Shop. If you would
rather not go into a shop, we are offering a Click & Collect from Pisky H.Q. Trevothen, Coverack TR12 6SD Please order at
least the day before through; Private message on Facebook, Instagram or email and we will send a secure link payment request. After payment, your Pisky Trails can then be collected from outside Pisky HQ the next day or your preferred date.
email info@cornishpisky.co.uk for more details. One Cornish Pisky Pal sticker will be given with each Pisky Trail purchased.
To enter the prize draw to win a voucher for your own Cornish Pisky Pal, post the returned Pisky Trail in the letter box outside
on the door or in the returns box inside The Old Mill Shop.
Coverack Village, October Half Term Pisky Trail. Thurs 15th October daily until Mon 2nd November 4pm finish.
Coverack Village, Christmas Pisky Trail. Friday 18 th December 10am start, daily until Mon 4th January 4pm finish.

Coming up we have Pipkin’s Birthday in October. Koska, Pop, Belle &
Katie in November and Noel, Piran & Hero’s Birthdays are in December, Yasmin’s Birthday is in January. Have a look on the website for the
exact dates. If you have any of these Cornish Pisky Pals® - Don’t forget
to wish them a Happy Birthday!

Pisky Puzzle:
Can you find the words in our wordsearch?

The names of our 5 main Cornish Pisky Pals® spell out the word Pisky.
Perran - Black and Gold, Izzy - Purple, Sam - Green, Katie - Pink &
Yasmin - Blue. There are now lots more piskies added to the group,
read the Meet the Piskies page on the website to find out more about
the individual characters and ‘Like’ us on Facebook and Instagram.
Cornish Pisky Pals love to hear your feedback, either personally or on
Facebook & Instagram. Comments & photos are greatly appreciated
Thank you! Please let us know what you have enjoyed and any new
ideas.
Stockists
All Cornish Pisky Pal® products are available from Pisky HQ and from our
CLAYBANK
website www.cornishpisky.co.uk
The Old Mill Shop, Coverack have lots of Cornish Pisky Pal products CLIFFPATH
COVERACK
including: the illustrated Children’s book ‘Pisky Treasure’, Piskies,
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HAPPY
cards, bags, mugs, fridge magnets & Pisky Fudge.
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Pisky HQ : Pisky HQ (formerly the Garden Shed!) is open to the public, by appointment only for this year. Pisky HQ has all
our pisky products on display and for sale, there is a small pisky garden and you can see where pisky ideas begin and flourish! If you are in the Coverack area then message us, send us an email or give us a ring to arrange a mutually convenient
time to pop in and say hello! Pisky HQ, Trecarne, Trevothen, Coverack, Helston, Cornwall. TR12 6SD

Cornish Pisky Pal’s Story. Read the Spring Newsletter to find out what the Pisky Pals get up to next…
As the nights draw in it is more important than ever for the little piskies to have some light in the dark mornings and
evenings. Izzy, who really loves to read, was finding it very hard to get enough light so that she could read as much
as she likes. Izzy talked to Perran about this problem and Perran had the perfect answer. On one of the cliff paths
near Coverack, is a tiny stream with a clay bank - the clay here is no ordinary clay, this clay glows in the dark!
Izzy & Perran got the Pisky Pals together, with their hand made wheel barrows and headed off to collect the special
clay. They gathered balls of the clay and piled then up in their wheel barrows to take home. Once at home they
dried the clay out and turn them into Glow in the dark lights!
Glow in the dark lights are a perfect solution for the winter evenings and means that Izzy can read and all the little
piskies can see what they are doing! Now that it gets darker earlier, keep looking for the glow of glow in the dark
lights belonging to the little Cornish Pisky Pals!
Cornish Pisky Pals ….As Cornish as can be!
www.cornishpisky.co.uk
If you want to read more about Cornish Pisky Pals we have written and illustrated a book ‘Pisky Treasure’
available from Pisky H.Q. www.cornishpisky.co.uk , Coverack Village Stores or The Old Mill Shop Coverack.
Glow in the dark lights
available from
www.cornishpisky.co.uk
£7.50 a pack.

